WEEKLY ENGLISH PRACTICE
The Queen’s Gambit making chess popular
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Since its arrival on Net ix, The Queen’s Gambit has attracted a
21/01/21 / Keyword: chess
staggering 62 million viewers, making it the streaming service’s
most-watched scripted limited series
In the wake of the Net ix drama series, the
But the drama, which tells the ctional story of chess prodigy Beth
increase in the sale of chess sets and chess
Harmon, has not just captured people’s attention. Online chess
playing sites, retailers and grandmasters say the show has sparked a
paraphernalia has been matched by a
huge boom in people playing the game in the US and around the
dramatic rise in players, especially online.
world
The online retailer eBay said US sales of chess sets have soared
by 60% since last year as more people spend time at home. And
since the release of The Queen’s Gambit, sales of chess sets and
accessories shot up by nearly 215%. Wooden chess sets are the
most popular and vintage sets are also in demand. Sales of chess
clocks and timers have risen 45% in just one month and score pads
by 300%. Meanwhile, millions are turning to the internet to play on
sites like Chess.com.
Jennifer Shahade, women’s program director of the US Chess
Federation and two-time US women’s chess champion, said there
had been a “global boom in interest” since the launch of the show,
especially among girls and women, who are the smallest
You can watch The Queen’s Gambit on Netflix
demographic of chess players
“I notice a lot of them are coming back into the game and getting
that con dence because the show depicts a woman who is able to nd herself through the game, so I think that’s very
appealing. And also the sense of community.
Fans can tune in to watch their favourite players compete online while listening to commentary and chatting to others in
forums, which Shahade said had become “much more welcoming” as a result of better moderation. Many professionals share
content on Twitch and YouTube
The show, along with the pandemic, which has also contributed to a rise in interest in the game, have created a perfect
storm. Shahade said: “A lot of people are spending more time at home and indoors during the pandemic, at once giving them
more time for chess and creating a need for new hobbies as well as a tendency for introspection. You have a space where you
can be totally absorbed in the 64 squares. Like Beth says in The Queen’s Gambit, this is a totally new world that you can
control. Because things do feel much more out of our control right now.”
But will it last if and when life returns to a closer semblance of normal? Turn to page 2
.
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Useful vocabulary
limited series: a TV show with only one
season and a self-contained story
to spark: to set in motion; to activate
retailer: a person or business that
sells goods to the public
to soar: to increase rapidly above the
usual level
the release of: the action of making a
lm available to the public
to shoot up: (phrasal verb) to
increase quickly by a large amount
to depict: to portray; to describe; to
represent
to tune in: (phrasal verb) to listen to
or watch a particular broadcast on the
radio or television
semblance: if there is a semblance of
a particular condition or quality, it
appears to exist, even though this may
be a false impression

Let’s chat about chess!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your impression of
chess? Explain why you
think like you do.
Do you and your friends
know how to play chess?
What is the most dif cult/
sophisticated board game
you have played?
What is your favourite
board game and why?
Why do you think women
are the smallest
demographic of chess
players?

The hope is that people are going
to learn the basics of chess during
this time and then, when things
open up more and there are big
tournaments, they will be
encouraged to go and experience
the in-person tournaments that are
featured in the show

LIVE!English Events
Come and socialise in English!
Sports
Dive

Cinema
Nights

1st Saturday 11:00

2nd Friday 18:30

Last Friday 19:30

3rd Oct
7th Nov
5th Dec
9th Jan
6th Feb
6th Mar
Not in April
8th May
5th Jun

16th Oct
13th Nov
11th Dec
22nd Jan
12th Feb
12th Mar
16th Apr
14th May
11th Jun

30th Oct
27th Nov
Not in Dec
29th Jan
26th Feb
26th Mar
30th April
28th May
25th Jun

Coffee
Saturdays

Adapted om: https://
www.theguardian.com/sport/2020/nov/29/
chess-world-hails-queens-gambit-fuelled-boom

Let’s chat about sport! FRI 22nd@18:30

Writing
Competition!

1. Which piece can jump over other pieces?
2. Who only travels diagonally?

The best stories will win a prize!
Ask your ECP coach for details!

3. Who moves like a bishop & like a rook?
4. Who can only move one square at a time?
5. Which piece can only move forwards?
6. Who only travels across rows and down columns?
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Ask your
ECP coach
for details

Fri 29th: BEETHOVEN 250th anniversary spec
ial

Chess Quiz Match the names to the pieces and answer the questions

Answers: 1-D, 2-C, 3-B, 4-A, 5-F, 6Pieces: D-Knight, C-Bishop, B-Queen,
A-King, F-Pawn, E-Rook
✔︎✔︎✔︎✔︎✔︎✔︎✔︎✔︎✔︎
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Pawn Rook Knight Bishop Queen King

In January, why not write us a story (true
or fictional) based on some of the
arguments you witnessed over
Christmas? Use the phrasal verbs from
December’s WEP. Did anyone storm off
during Christmas dinner? Or were you all
able to laugh it off and enjoy the meal?

